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Abstract

We want to talk with you! 
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We are developing chat-oriented dialogue systems that can talk with people naturally. Current dialogue systems 
sometimes respond to user utterances in a wrong way because of automatic speech recognition errors and 
insufficient system’s knowledge for dialogue topics. These errors make users to feel difficulties when they use 
such dialogue systems. To overcome the problem, we simultaneously improve the system’s performance and 
leverage human’s cognitive biases for multiple robots. When users talk with multiple robots those behaviors are 
coordinated in background, the robots can avoid dialogue breakdown and the users become easy to talk with 
them. Such robots that can talk naturally are natural interface between humans and information. Moreover, 
dialogues with the robots can help user to improve communication skills.
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Collaboration

Robot A Robot B

 Propose: dialogue with multiple robots
・The standard level of dialogue abilities becomes
robots’ one since robots are majority.
・Robots can recover dialogues when a robot speaks
incorrect utterances.

→ Reduction of load and stress of users

 Previous: one-to-one dialogue
・Robots are required to have the same dialogue
abilities as human users.
・Users have to recover dialogues when robots
speak incorrect utterances.

→ Heavy load and stress for users

I have to wear a coat because 
it will be cold tomorrow.

Uh-huh.

Chesterfield coats are the 
latest fashion this year.

Since robot A responds to user utterances, robot B’s 
utterances are easily accepted if the robot B’s 
utterances do not directly match the user utterance.

Easy to change dialogue topics

I like Rain Man.
(Recognition error: 
Ramen/Rain Man)

OK. (Detect recognition error)

I like Yakiniku!
(Shift to robot-to-robot dialogue)

If the recognized user utterance does not match 
the dialogue flow, the robots begin dialogue 
between robots to avoid dialogue breakdown.

Avoid dialogue breakdown in case 
of speech recognition error

What kind of foods do you like?
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